JOJ and Jesus Life Outreach Event
On the banks of the Turag River at Tongi, Dhaka Bangladesh

January - February 2021
Mercy Inc., in partnership with Jesus Over Jerusalem LLC, together with a long-term, Locally
based ministry partner, on the ground, plan to reach Majority peoples with the Good News
from ISA Islam.
Our purpose is to reach thousands of Majority Bangladeshi Muslims during the holy month
of Eid al-Adha. The latter of the two Islamic holidays celebrated worldwide and considered
the more sacred of the two holidays. Tabaski honors Ibrahim (Abraham) to sacrifice his son
Ismael as an act of obedience to God's command. A version of the story also appears in the
Torah and the Bible's Old Testament (Genesis 22). The year 2020 was the year of submission
and to strengthen the relationship.
We are working among 49 districts throughout Dhaka. The response thus far has been noteworthy. The country of Bangladesh has never witnessed such an active willingness to receive
the Word of ISA. We must remain on the ground with action to succeed in our goal.
Our significant goal for the year 2021 is to distribute thousands of the Image of Jesus Over Jerusalem, Jesus Life devotionals, Jesus Life Journals, and Kitabu Mukaddas ( The Holy Bible in
Arabic, during the 56th Bishwa Ijtema, a prominent Islamic religious festival.
The Bishwa Ijtema festival is the second-largest congregation of Muslims worldwide outside
of the Hajj. Annually between 5-6 million worshipers gather, along the Turag River banks, at
Tongi, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
We are Praying to Share the Good News, ready to reach many thousands of souls. Intense
prayer and kind support are essential in this critical endeavor. We believe in winning the crisis
and giving the country a wonderful harmony and peace through His Word, and reaching
every corner with His Voice to serve the Heavenly Kingdom together.
Sincerely, Seeking prayers and support;
Mercy Inc. and Jesus Over Jerusalem LLC
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